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Year 8 Technology Mandatory 
FUN WITH FABRIC 

 
Due Date: Term 1 Week 10 (Teacher will 
indicate ) 

Assessment Name:   Portfolio Task 

Mark:     A -E 
 

Weighting:    25% 

 
TASK DESCRIPTION:  
 

Working by yourself: Students are to complete the specified pages within the portfolio for assessment 
as stated below 
- Generate design idea’s in pencil (Pages37-38) 
- Final design of design Ideas – Annotated and rendered/ coloured in (Page:39) 
- Glue in 2 samples of textiles techniques (teacher to decide for each class) 

 
 
SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 

1. TE 4-1DP designs, communicates and evaluates innovative ideas and creative solutions to authentic 
problems or opportunities. 
2. TE4 –3DP Selects and safely applies a broad range of tools, materials and processes in the 
development of quality projects 
3. TE4 – 9MA investigates how the characteristics and properties of tools, materials and processes 
affect their use in designed solutions. 
 
 
DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:  
Construct: to make  
Define: a statement of the exact meaning of a word, 
Identify: establish or indicate who or what (someone or something) is. 
List: make a list of. 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND STUDENT CHECKLIST 
You will be assessed on your ability to: 

- Have you completed all portfolio pages to the best of your ability?  
- Have you completed the analysis of the design brief?  
- Have you filled out instructions for each textiles techniques? 
- Have you completed a collage of bunting flag ideas?  
- Have you completed your sketches, with the final being coloured in and annotated?  
- Have you completed a minimum of 2 samples of textiles techniques – glued in book?  
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ASSESSMENT MARKING CRITERIA 

 

MARKING GUIDELINES   GRADE 

- Outstanding sketches of two different style’s of bunting flag idea’s: a detailed image of 6 
different bunting flags applying different textiles techniques studied throughout the 
course. An extensive evaluation of both sketches is given. 

- Final Sketch: Realistic render in colour of 6 bunting flags that share a common theme or 
story behind the design, each flag is labelled and annotated with textiles techniques 
used. Extensive evaluation of final design and extensive description of theme/story 
behind the design. 
Construction Techniques: Two samples competently completed and pasted into 
booklets. 

 A 
 
 

- Thorough sketches of two different style’s of bunting flag idea’s: a detailed image of 6 
different bunting flags applying different textiles techniques studied throughout the 
course. A competent evaluation of both sketches is given. 

- Final Sketch: Realistic render in colour of 6 bunting flags that share a common theme or 
story behind the design, each flag is labelled and annotated with textiles techniques 
used. Thorough evaluation of final design and extensive description of theme/story 
behind the design. 

- Construction Techniques: Two samples competently completed and pasted into 
booklets. 

B 
 
 

- Sound sketches of two different style’s of bunting flag idea’s: a sound image of 6 
different bunting flags applying different textiles techniques studied throughout the 
course. A sound evaluation of both sketches is given. 

- Final Sketch: Realistic render in colour of 6 bunting flags that share a common theme or 
story behind the design, each flag is mostly labelled and annotated with textiles some 
techniques used. Sound evaluation of final design and sound description of theme/story 
behind the design. 

- Construction Techniques: Two samples completed and pasted into booklets. 

 
C 
 
 
 

- Basic sketches of one or two different style’s of bunting flag idea’s: a basic image of 
several different bunting flags applying different textiles techniques studied throughout 
the course. A basic evaluation of sketches is given. 

- Final Sketch: Basic sketches of some bunting flags. Bunting flags have a basic connection 
of a common theme or story behind the design, each flag has limited labelling and some 
annotation with textiles techniques used. Basic evaluation of final design and limited 
description of theme/story behind the design. 

- Construction Techniques: One - two samples completed and pasted into booklets. 
 

D 
 
 

- Limited completion of sketches of one or two different style’s of bunting flag idea’s: a 
limited attempted of some different bunting flags designs applying different textiles 
techniques studied throughout the course. A limited evaluation of sketches given. 

- Final Sketch: Limited completion of sketches of some or no bunting flags. Bunting flags 
have a limited connection of a common theme or story behind the design, each flag has 
limited labelling and some or no annotation with textiles techniques used. Limited or no 
evaluation of final design and limited or no description of theme/story behind the 
design. 

- Construction Techniques: No samples completed and pasted into booklets. 
 

E 
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